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§1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group, A be a discrete abelian group, and
>A-E+K-L*G

0

>1

be an extension with the associated operator φ: G-+A\xt(A)9 φ(j(k))(a) = kak~1.
Also let X be a connected CW-complex with a G-action β: GxX->X or β: G-»
Homeo(X) satisfying φ(Keτβ) = lA and π: P^>X be a principal ^-bundle with an
^-action <x: AxP-+P.
In this paper, we study the existence and the enumeration of K-actions y on
P such that the following diagram is commutative:
A x P-^K

x P^^G

l

P

1'

=

P

-JL+

x X

I'

X.

We call such a K-action y on P an extended K-action on P of α over /?. In [3],
A. Hattori and T. Yoshida have studied this problem for K — A x G, where A is a
product of a torus group and a discrete abelian group, (cf. also [2, p. 23, Remark]).
By considering the G-action (2.8) on [X, BA] of all equivalence classes of
principal ΛUbundles over X, we define the map
(2.17)

G

Θ: IX, BA\

> HfcG, A)

from the set [X, BA']0 of all G-invariant classes to the cohomology H\{G, A) of
the group G with coefficients in the G-module A by φ. Then we have the following existence theorem:
3.3. A principal A-bundle P admits an extended K-action of
α over β if and only if
THEOREM

[P]G[X,5A]G

and Θ([P]) = ω([X]),

where ω: Opext(G, A9 φ)->H2φ(G, A) is the bijection given in [4, Ch. IV, Th. 4.1].
As an application, we obtain
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COROLLARY 3.6. Assume that a finite CW-complex P has the same mod 2
cohomology as the n-sphere ( n ^ l ) and has a free cellular involution T. If the
orbit space X = P/T has a free Zm-action, then there is a free Z2m-action on P
which is an extension of the given involution.
Furthermore, by studying the map <9, we have Theorem 4.18 and the following generalization of a theorem of J. C. Su [5, Th. 3.13]:
COROLLARY 4.19. Assume that the given G-action β on X has a fixed
G
point. Then, a principal A-bundle P satisfying [P] e [X, BA] admits an extended AXφG-action, where AxφG is the semi-direct product.
For the enumeration of extended K-actions, we have
THEOREM 5.7. // a principal A-bundle P admits an extended K-action,
then the set of all equivalence classes of extended K-actions on P under the conjugation by elements of A is equivalent to the cohomology H^(G9 A) as a set.
As a corollary to Theorems 3.3 and 5.7, we have
COROLLARIES 3.5 AND 5.8. If A is a finite abelian group and the orders of
A and G are relatively prime, and [P] e [X, BA"]G, then P admits a unique extended AXφG-action up to the conjugation by elements of A.

§2.

Preliminaries

Let G be a finite group and X be a connected CW -complex having a G-action
β: GxX-+X, i.e., a homomorphism
(2.1)

β: G

>Homeo(X).

For a given discrete abelian group A, consider a group extension
(2.2)

K:0

>A-^K-L^G

>1

over G with kernel A. Throughout this paper, we consider only such an extension K of (2.2) that the associated operator
(2.3)

φ: G

> Aut(/1),

φ(j(k))(a) = kak~ι

(keK,aeA),

satisfies the condition
(2.4)

φ(Keτβ)=lΛ9

where β is the given G-action (2.1) on X. We notice that this condition is satisfied for any extension K if β is an effective action.
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Also, we consider a principal A-bundle
(2.5)

π: P

• X,

with an A-action

α: A x P

>P

which is an inclusion α: A <=. Isom (P), and denote by

the set of all fibre preserving homeomorphisms/: P-+P of π such that
(2.6) there is some g e G and the diagram
P—a—> P

Ί

) X

f[

p Φ(g)(a)

is commutative for any

π

P-^

\β(9)

X

aeA.

Then, Isom G t φ (P) is a group by the composition and the sequence
(2.7)

0

>A

~^+lsomGtφ(P)-JL+β(G)

is exact by (2.4), where p is a homomorphism defined by p(f) = β(g).
Now, we define the G-action on the set [X, BA] of all equivalence classes of
principal y4-bundles over X by
(2.8)

g u = B(φ(g))ouoβ(g-i): X J^zl^

- ^ ^ > &4

X-JL^BA

for # e G and u e [ I , B^4], where B(φ(g)) e Homeo (BA) is the map induced by
φ(g)eAut(A).
Set
[X, R 4 ] G = {u e IX, BA] \ g u = u

(2.9)

for any

We notice that we can identify [X, BA] with H\X,
is a subgroup of H1(X9 A).
LEMMA 2.10.

(i)

fifeG}.

A) and then [X,

p in (2.7) is surjectiυe if and only if the equivalence

class [P] e [X, JM] o/P belongs to [X, 5Λ] G .
(ii)

/ / p in (2.7) is surjectiυe, i.e., the sequence
0

>A^+

Isom G > φ (P) -*-> 0(G)

is βxαcί, ί/ien the associated operator φ'\ β(G)-*Aut(A)
isfies φΌβ = φ.

> 1
with this extension sat-

PROOF, (i) Let u: X-+BA be the classifying map of π: P-+X.
g G G, we consider the A-action
x 1): A x P * ( < y ) x l )

^ x ? - ^ P

For any
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on P. Then we see easily that πg = π: P-+X with this ^-action ccg: AxP-+P is
the principal ^4-bundle with the classifying map B{φ(g))~ι°u\ X-+BA.
Also, the commutativity of the diagram in (2.6) means t h a t / i s a bundle map
of π to πg over β(g) by the above definition. Thus feIsomGφ(P)
if and only if
ί
1
[u] = lB(φ(g))~ ouoβ(g)']=g- [u] for β(g) = p(f) e G by the above facts and (2.8).
Thus we have (i).
(ii) By the definition of φ' and the commutative diagram in (2.6), we see
that
Φ'(β(0)) (a) = /oflo/-i = φ(g) (a)

for

p(f) = β(g).
q.e.d.

Here we recall the cohomology group #J(G, A) of a group G with coefficients in a G-module A by an operator φ: G-+Aut(A), (cf. [4, Ch. IV, §5]). Let
Bn(G) be the free Z(G)-module with basis Gn = Gx -xG (n-times) and set

where Z(G) is the group ring of G. Then H$(G, A) is the cohomology group of
the cochain comples {Bn(G, A% δ}, whose coboundary δ: Bn(G, A)-+Bn+ί(G, A)
is defined by
(2.11)

(δc)(gϊ9...9

gH+1)

= ( - l)"+1{^i)W^.. , Λ+i»

+ Σ?=i( " l)'c(flfi,..., flfΛ+i,..., flf.+ i) + ( - l) n + 1 c(0i,. ., gj}
Let φi'. Gt->k\xi{A) (ί = l, 2) be operators and ft: Gί-+G2 be a homomorphism satisfying φί = φ2°h. Then the homomorphism
h*:H»φ2(G2,A)—>H»φi(GuA)
is induced from the cochain map h*: B"(G2, A)-*B"(Gί, A) given by

We say that two extensions 0-+A-*K->G-+l and O->Λ->1C'-»G->1 are co/tgruent if there exists an isomorphism λ: K-*K' such that
0

>A

0

>A

>K

is commutative. This relation is an equivalence relation, and two congruent extensions have the same operator. We denote by
Opext(G, A, φ)
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the set of all congruence classes of extensions with an operator φ: G->Aut(yl).
Let O-+A-£>K-MG-+1 be an extension with an operator φ: G-»Aut(A). We
choose a section s: G->K, i.e., a map s: G-+K such that jos=lG, and define a
cochain c e B2(G, A) by

(2.12)

c(gug2)

= s(gίg2)s(g2)-h(gί)-ί

(gug2)eG2.

for

Then by using the equality φ(g)(a) = s(g)as(g)~1 (geG, aeA) of (2.3), we see
easily from the definition (2.11) of δ that δc = 0 and the cohomology class

does not depend on the choice of s. Also it is clear that ω(K) = ω(K') if K is
congruent with K'. Thus we have a map
ω: Opext(G, A, φ)

> H2φ{G,

A).

THEOREM 2.13 ([4, Ch. IV, Th. 4.1]). This map ω is bijective, and the ωimage of the semi-direct product AxφG is zero in H\{G, A).
Here, the semi-direct product 0-*A->AxφG-+G->l is an extension which
has a homomorphism s: G-*AxφG as SL section.
For an operator φ: G-+Aut(A) satisfying (2.4), let P x and P2 be two principal ^-bundles over X such that [ P J = [ P 2 ] e [X, &4] G , and F:Pί-+P2 be an
isomorphism. Then we have the commutative diagram
0

> A - ^ Isom G t φ (Λ) -*-> β(G)

> 1

£ F

0

> A -±> lsomGtφ(P2)

-J>U β(G)

,1

of the extensions in Lemma 2.10, where F* is an isomorphism defined by F JK (/) =
FofoF'1. Thus the two extensions Isom Gfφ (P f ) (/=1, 2) are congruent, and we
have the map
(2.14)

0': [X, BAT

> Opext(j5(G), A, φ'),

Θ\P) =

lsomGtφ(P)9

where φ': β(G)-+ Aut (A) is the associated operator and satisfies φΌβ = φby Lemma
2.10 (ii).
By the last equality φΌβ — φ9 we have the commutative diagram
Opext (β(G), A, φ') ^U H%,{β{G\ A)

l,φ)

-JSU

H\{G,A),
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where the left β* is induced by taking the pull backs of extensions by β, the right
β* is the induced homomorphism of β, and ω and ω' are the bijections in Theorem
2.13. We consider the following maps:
(2.15)

(2.16)
(2.17)

θ = β*oθr:

IX, BA]G

> Opext(G, A, φ),

G

& = ωΌΘ': [X, BA] '—>
G

θ = ωoθ : [X, BA~\

Hfcβ(G),

A),

> H%(G, A).

Then the above commutative diagram shows the equality
(2.18)

Θ=β*oΘ'.

§ 3.

A characterization

Let G be a finite group, A be a discrete abelian group, and
0

tA-^K-UG

>1

be an extension with an operator φ: G-+Aut(A) satisfying (2.4). Also, let X be
a connected CW-complex with a G-action β: GxX->X, and π: P-*X be a principal ^4-bundle with an ,4-action oc: AxP^P.
In this section, we study a X-action y: K x P-*P such that the following diagram is commutative:
A x P-^K

(3.1)

J*
P

x pJίi>G x X

Jv
p

J/r
-«->

x.

We call such a ^-action γ on P an extended K-action of α over β.
REMARK 3.2.
is so.

We see easily that γ is free (resp. effective) if and only if β

For the existence of an extended K-action, we have the following
THEOREM 3.3. A principal A-bundle P admits an extended K-action of α
over β if and only if the class [P] belongs to [X, BA~]G of {2.9) and the equality
Θ{[P~\) = ω([KJ) holds, where Θ is the map of (2.17) and ω is the bijection of
Theorem 2.13.
PROOF. Suppose that there exists a K-action γ: KxP->P and the diagram
(3.1) is commutative. Then this K-action γ induces a homomorphism γ: X->
IsomGfφ (P) and we have the commutative diagram
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(3.4)
0

K

i-

-+->

G

I-

> A - ί U Isom G<φ (P) - ^ β(G)

77
> 1

» 1,

(cf. (2.6) and (2.7)). Therefore, p is surjective and so [P] belongs to [X, BA~\G
by Lemma 2.10 (i). Moreover, the above commutative diagram of the extensions
shows that 0([P]) = 0*(0'([P])) = [X] by the definition (2.15) of 0. This implies
β([P]) = ω([X]) by the definition (2.17) of 6>.
Conversely we assume that [ P ] e [ X , 5 ^ ] G and 6>([P]) = ω([K]). Then p
in (3.4) is surjective by Lemma 2.10 (i), and the above diagram (3.4) is commutative for some homomorphism y: K-+IsomG φ(P) by the definition of Θ. Therefore, the diagram (3.1) is commutative for this X-action y.
q.e.d.
COROLLARY 3.5. Assume that A is a finite abelian group, the orders of the
group A and β(G) are relatively prime and [P] e [Xy BA]G.
Then P admits an
extended AxφG-action9 where AxφG is the semi-direct product.
PROOF. Since H2φ,(β{G\ A) = 0 by the assumption and [4, Ch. IV, Prop.
5.3], we see that <9([P]) = 0 by (2.16) and (2.18). Thus the result follows from
the above theorem and the last half of Theorem 2.13.
q. e. d.
As a special case, we have the following
COROLLARY 3.6. Assume that a finite CW-complex P has the same mod 2
cohomology as the n-sphere (n^.1) and has a free cellular involution T. If the
orbit space X = PjT has a free Zm-action, then there is a free Z2m-action on P
which is an extension of the given involution.
PROOF. By the assumption, we see easily that [X, BZ2] = H1(X, Zj) = Z2
and so [X, JBZ 2 ] Z w = [X, # Z 2 ] . If w is odd, then P admits a Z 2m -action by the
above corollary.
If m is even, then ω([Z 2 m ]) of the extension 0->Z 2 ->Z 2 m ->Z m -»l is not zero
in HfcZm, Z2) = H2(Zm, Z2) = Z29 where φ: Z w ->Aut(Z 2 ) = l. If 6>([P]) = 0 in
2
H (Zm, Z 2 ), then P has a free Z 2 xZ m -action by Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.2.
Therefore, by the assumption on P and the Gysin sequence of the fibering P->
P/(Z2 x Z m )->#(Z 2 x Z m ), this fact implies that the mod 2 cohomology of Z 2 x Z m
is periodic in higher degrees (cf. [1, Ch. XVI, § 9, Appl. 4]), which is clearly a contradiction. Hence, we see that 6>([P]) = ω([Z 2 m ]) in H2(Zm, Z 2 ), and so P admits
an extended Z 2m -action by Theorem 3.3.
The required Z 2m -action is free by Remark 3.2.
q.e.d.
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§4.

Observations of the map θ

In this section, we assume that there are given a finite group G, a discrete
abelian group A, an operator φ: G-+Aut(A)9 and a connected CW-complex X
with a G-action β: G x X-»X, and we study the map Θ of (2.17).
Let/? G : EG->BG be the universal G-bundle and XG = (EGxX)/G be the orbit space by the diagonal G-action, and consider the fibre bundle

where y0 is a point of EG.
(4.2)

1

Then we have the exact sequence

> πt(X, x0) - ω * n^Xe,

w0) -JU G

> 1.

In this section, we use the following notations for the simplicity:
(4.2)'

Γ = π i ( Z , x0),

77 = π i ( * G , Wo).

By considering a G-module ^4 by φ as a 77-module by φoχ and as a trivial
Γ-module, we have the following
LEMMA 4.3 ([4, Ch. XI, §§9-10]).
logy exact sequence

The sequence (4.2) induces the cohomo-

> H\G, A) -*i> H 1 ^ , X) -«% HHΓ, A)G -^

0

H2(G, A) -£-> H2(Π, A).

Here Hι(Γ, A)G is the G-invariant subgroup of Hλ{Γ, A) which is a G-module
by the action
(4.4)

(g

for
and τ is the transgression.
By (4.2)', (4.4) and (2.8), we see easily the following
LEMMA 4.5.

As a G-module, we can consider

naturally

where [X, BA] is the G-module by the action (2.8).
For a given principal A-bundle π: P-+X, we can take a system {V^iel}
coordinate neighborhoods satisfying the following properties:
(4.6)

of

Vt is connected, and there exists only one j = gi e I such that Vj — gVi (=/?(#,
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VJ) for each i e I and g e G.
ι

Let ψi'. Ax Vi-^π~ {V^ be the coordinate function and fitJ:
the transition function given by

(WΨjKa.

x) = (/;,/*) + "> *) (xeViO Vp

Vx nVj-+A be

aeA).

In the rest of this paper, we assume that
G

(4.7)

the equivalence class [P] belongs to [X, BA~\ .

Then by Lemma 2.10, we have the exact sequence
(4.8)

0

> A - ^ Isom G s φ (P) -JU β(G)

> 1.

We choose a section s': j?(G)->IsomG^(P), ρ°s' = lβ(G)9 with 5'(1X) = 1 P , and set
(4.9)

s = sΌj?: G

> Isom G > 0 (P), po 5 = β, s ( l ) = l p .

L E M M A 4.10. Under the assumption
I) satisfying
/i f (l) = 0 a n d
(4.11)
(4.12)

(4.7), there exist

maps

/i f : G-^A (is

s(0)(ιWa, x)) =
Λ <fij tox) = hig) - hj(g) + φig^fijix))

(g eG,

xeV^Vj),

where s is the map of (4.9) and gx = β(g, x).
PROOF. The map ht can be defined by (4.11) for α = 0, which does not depend on xeVi since Kf is connected and A is discrete. Then the equality /if(l)
= 0 is clear and (4.11) follows from the definition of Isom G φ (P) (cf. (2.6)). The
equality (4.12) is obtained from (4.11) and the definition of the transition functions,
q. e. d.
Now, we consider the map
Θ = ω°0*o0': IX, BAY

> HfcG, A)

of (2.17). Then, by (2.14) and the definition of ω in Theorem 2.13, we see immediately that
(4.13) the image Θ([P]) = [c] of [ P ] e [ X , BA~\G is represented by the cocycle c e B2(G, A) defined by

where s is the map in (4.9).
LEMMA 4.14.

The cocycle c in (4.13) is given by
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c(9u 9 2) = - Kiiiβi) + HOiθi) - Φ(9ι)(H9i))

for any

iel,

where hi is the map in the above lemma.
PROOF.

By (4.11), we see that

<9ι92)(Φi(0, *)) = Ψgιg2i(hi(9ι92)^ 0102*),
s(9i)s(g2)(ΨiΦ, x)) = Φgίg2i(Φ(9i)(hi(92))

+ Kii(9i), 0i02*)

These imply the desired equality by the definition of c.

q. e. d.

For an element z = [/] eΠ = πΐ(XG, w0), we take a path 1 of EG xX with the
initial point (yθ9 x0) such that q°l = l(q: EGxX-+XG is the projection). Then
Ί=p2°Ί (p2 EG x X-+X is the projection) is a path of X from x0 to χ(z)x0, where
χ is the homomorphism in (4.2). Now, we fix a coordinate neighborhood Vio B
x 0 , and consider a map
(4.15)

h: Π —>A, ψh(h(z), x0) = 7*(^ ( , ) l o (0,

χ(z)x0)),

where 7# is the translation on P back along the path 7. It is clear that this definition is independent of the choice of /.
Since A is a trivial Γ-module, the coboundary δ: B°(Γ, A)^Bi(Γ, A) is zero
by (2.11) and hence

LEMMA 4.16. By the induced cochain map /*: Bι(Π, A)->B\Γ, A) of i:
Γ-+Π in (4.2), the cochain heBι(Π, A) of (4Λ5) is mapped to - [ P ] e [X, BA~\G.
PROOF. If z = [/]eΓ=i(Γ)c= 77, then 7=p 2 o/=/. Thus we see that ί*(A) =
— [P] by (4.15) and the definition of the characteristic map of P.
q.e.d.
Furthermore, we have the following
LEMMA 4.17.

ι

δ(h)(zl5 z 2 ) = hχiZ2)i0(χ(zi))
PROOF.

2

For the coboundary δ: B (Π9 A)-+B (Π, A), we have
- ΛioGtfzi))

(z»

Z

2^).

For zί = [/] e Π, we take a path 7 of X as in the definition of (4.15)

and covering {V^O^jSn}
of 7([0, 1]) with Vin= Vχ(zι)io. Also, we take real numbers 0=to<tί<"'<tn+ί
= l such that 7([ί, , ί y + i D c ^ and set Xj=l(tj).
Then
by (4.15) and the definition of 7*, we see immediately that

;

By the same way, for z 2 = [/ ] ei7, we take a path 7', a covering
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n'} of 7'([0, 1]) and x's(0^s^n').
For the element zγz2 — \m\ m = lΓ, we see
that m = \χ(zλ)oT).
Then { j y O ^ ^ n } U {Vχ(Zί)ks\0<.s^n'}
is a covering of
w([0, 1]) and we see that
(**)

h(Zιz2)

= ΣHj=Jtj-ι.tj(χj)

Σίιfχ(Σl)ks-uχ(Zι)ks(χ(zι)χ's)

+

by the same way as (*).
Then the desired equality is shown easily from the definition (2.11) of δ, (*),
(**) and (4.12).
q.e.d.
Now, we can prove the following
THEOREM 4.18.

The

map

<9:[X, BA]G

>H%G,A)

of (2.17) coincides with the transgression
τ:H\Γ,A)G

> HfcG, A)

in Lemma 4.3, under the identification in Lemma 4.5.
PROOF.

Consider a cochain E: Π-+A given by
H(2)= -Λ f 0 (χ(z))-Λ(^)

(«17):

Then, by (4.2) and Lemma 4.16, we see that

Also, the definition (2.11) of δ: Bλ{Π, Ά)->B2(Π, A) and the above lemma show
that {δJi){zu z2) is equal to
hi0(χ(^^))
which is equal to (χ*c)(z l 5 z 2 ) by Lemma 4.14.

-

hxiZ2)i0(χ(Zι)),

Thus we have

δH = χ*c.
These show that 0([P]) = [c] = τ([P]) by (4.13) and the definition of the transgression τ.
q.e.d.
As an application of the above theorem and Theorem 3.3, we have the following
COROLLARY 4.19 (cf. J. C. Su [5, Th. 3.13]). Assume that the given G-action β on X has a fixed point. Then, a principal A-bundle P satisfying (4.7)
admits an extended AxφG-action, where AxφG is the semi-direct product.
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PROOF.

The fibre bundle X->XG-*BG of (4.1) has a cross-section
s([y]) = |>, x 0 ]

s BG—>XG9

(y

where x o e l i s a fixed point of β. Then the induced homomorphism s*: G-*
πt(XG, wo) = Π is a right inverse of χ in (4.2), and hence τ = 0 by Lemma 4.3.
Therefore, we have desired result by Theorems 4.18, 3.3 and 2.13.
q.e.d.

§ 5.

The enumeration of extended K-actions on P

In the proof of Theorem 3.3, we observe that an extended X-action y: KxP
• ^ P o n a principal ^-bundle P over I is a homomorphism y:
K->IsomGφ(P)
such that
(5.1)

the following diagram is commutative:
0

>Λ

0

s o m G)φ
, (P) -JU•jβ(G)
> A - ^ IIsom
β(G)
G

U->

K

j

U

G

>

i'

1'

> 1.

In this section, we enumerate the number of extended X-actions on P.
Suppose that yt: K-+lsomGφ(P)
( i = l , 2) are two homomorphism satisfying
(5.1), and define a 1-cochain d: K-*A by
(5.2)

d(x) = yι(x)oy2(x)-ι

(xeK).

Here A is a X-module by φoj9 i. e.,
x. a = y(x)oaoy(χ)~ι

(xeK9

ae A)

for any homomorphism y: K->IsomGφ(P)
satisfying (5.1), by (2.3).
Then, we see easily that d e B\K, A) is a cocycle, and we denote its cohomology class by

The upper exact sequence in (5.1) induces the cohomology exact sequence
(5.3)

0

> H\G, A) -J% H\K9

A) -JU H\A9

A)G

by the same way as Lemma 4.3. Therefore, by (5.2) and the commutativity of
the left square in (5.1) for γ = γi9 we have
LEMMA 5.4.

d(yl9 y2) s Imj*.

LEMMA 5.5.

//d(γ ί 9 y2) = Q, then there is some element aeA

such that
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y2(x) = a-λoyι(χ)oa
PROOF.
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(xeK).

By the assumption, we see that

7 i W ° 7 2 W " 1 = d(x) = (δa)(x)

= a - x-a =

aoy2(χ)oa-1oy2(χ)-i

for some a e A — B°(K, A).

q. e. d.

LEMMA 5.6. Let yί: K-+lsomG φ(P) be a homomorphism satisfying (5.1)
and \β] be any element oflmj*.
Then, there exists a homomorphism y2: K^>
IsomGφ(P) satisfying (5.1) and d(yu y2) = M
PROOF.

We see easily the lemma, by defining
y2(x) = d(x)-ioyί(x)

(xeK).

q.e.d.

Now, we have immediately the following theorem by the above lemmas.
THEOREM 5.7. For a given G-action on X and an extension 0->A->K-»G
-»1, suppose that a principal A-bundle P over X admits an extended K-action.
Then the set
EA{P, K)
of all equivalence classes of extended K-actions on P under the conjugation by
elements of A is equivalent to H^(G9 A)^lmj* as a set.
COROLLARY 5.8. If A is a finite abelian group and the orders of A and G
are relatively prime in addition, then EA(P, K) consists of one element.
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